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SECTIOK 1.0 - INTRODUCTION 
1 .0  Scopc and Precedence. 
1.1 Scnpc. 
'I'his Tcst  and Checkout llequirements Cocument l i s t s  LM-7 Vehicle functions to 
he testec: a t  the Grumman Bethpage f:~cility from build-up to delivery to Cape K e ~ ~ , ~ c d y .  
Precedcnce. 
-
Reference (a); LSP 4'70-2, LM h ; z ~ t e r  End Item Specification, P a r t  11, 
Product Configuration and Acceptance Tes t  Requirements. 
Reference @ I ;  LSP 470-9, 1,tI-7 Contract End Item Detail Specification - 
Product Configuration and Acceptance Test  Requirements, P a r t  II. 
Iicference (c); SS8-11014 LhI-4 and subsequent Test and Checkout Requirements 
Docu;nent (TCRD) for  KSC. 
References (a) and (h) sh:ill govern for  inconsistencies, if any,  between the 
contract  specification t c s t  r2quirements and those listed k r e i n .  
Reference (c) shall govern fo r  inconsistencies, if any,  between t'lis document 
and the USC 'rCRi1. 
1 . 2  ~ b s t r a c t .  
The Test  and Checkout Document i s  provided in accordance with the requirements 
of Xpollo Directive 26. Changes to this document a r e  to  be  made with replacement pages 
having an index to indicate change record. All changes to thc iiocument require  the approval 
of Resident Apollo Spacecraft Program Office o r  his designated representative. This clocu-- 
ment contains separa te  sections a s  follows: 
This section l i s t s  the tes t  requirements by subsystem, and identifies in which 
'Test I ocation requirements a r e  satisfied. KSC Requirements i s  i ~ c l u d e d  as  a general  
classification. 
1.4 FEAT,  System Verification, Plugs-In (Section 3.0) 
'I'his section ccntains, in narra t ive  f o r m ,  a description of the plugs-in System 
Verification Test, 
1 . 5  FEAT, Mission Oriented, Plilss-Out (Sectinn 4 .0 ,  
This section contains, in narra t ive  fo rm,  a description of the plugs-out mission 
simulation test. 
1. (i Retest Philosophy (Section 5.0) 
Thle section contains the general ground rules to be followed for spacecraft or 
hardware verification in the event of b e t  invalidation due to S/C equipment removal, cable 
diecom~ectiona, repair, etc. 
1 .7  General Requirement8 (Section 6,Q) 
General test requirements for vehicle teeting are  contained in this section. 
1.8 Safety Requirements (Section 7.0) 
Safety requirements for testing a r e  contained in this section. 
1.9  Subsystem Support Matrix (Section 8.0) 
This section provide0 a matrix of systems required in support of vehicle sub- 
system testing. 
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SECTION 3 . 0  - FEAT, SYSTEM VERIFICATION, PLUGS-IN TEST 
,FEAT, LM System Verification Plugs-In (OCP-GF-61015) 
This test will be performed to verify quantitatively the performance of Livl a s  a system in 
probable mission modes, under static and dynalnic conditions. It i s  also performed to es- 
tablish confidence in the system for a typical manned mission. 
Major Mode I - Consists of vehicle power application and sublrystenl turn on and self teb,t. 
- 
This turn on mode consists of twelve major sub-sections and a r e  a s  follot~s: 
a. Activation of ECS, EPS and Instrumentation. This essentially consists of application 
of water-glycol cooling, DC power via MAT connector to CDR and LMP buses, in- 
strumentation SCEA, PCM high bit rate telemetry. Power switching from LUT cop- 
nector, application of power from lower voltage of EPS statua confirms EPS paths and 
configurations. 
b. The LM/CSM interface checkout comprise8 the activation of heaters lor L. R., R. R. , 
and the S-Band antenna; t i~ rn  on of inertial platforms of primary and abort systerr,~. 
This is followed by turn off of Instrumentation SCEA and PCM. P r v e r  .nw2?c hh-4 of 
LM batteries and application of CSM power and back to LM batteri:?~. The ~m-,.=tion 
concludes with a reactivation of Instrumentation SCEA and FCM vip, L.:." ~ 3 1 1 ~ 1  contrals 
and check of caution and warning lamps and displays. 
I- c. The test continues with an ECS checkout kvhich checks the caution and warning of the 
4 
* water glycol primary loop, suit fan water sepsrator and carbon dioxide sensor, and 
cabin repres~urization valve. It continues with a cI~eclccut of the wates glycol sec- 
ondary loop; descent water tank, ascent water tan!: and oxygn tank controls and their 
associated displays and caution and warning. 
d. Next a caution and warning verification AC and DC bus low voltage conditions. The 
vehicle is then switched from GSE iaverter simulator to inverter #I. This is fol- 
lowed by a lighting checkout of Flood, Docking, Numeric, Integral, and Tracking 
lights. F i ~ h i l y  a check is run on the uwitching of the descent batteries low and high 
voltage taps. 
e. A communication voice 1l.d~ checkout is initiated with a turn oq of the p-!~and primary 
transceiver and verification of S-Band up and downlink. 
This is followed by VHF-A up and downlidc verificaticn. Finally the sequence is 
completed by a S-BD/VHF ranging test and bit e r ro r  comparison plus DUA activation. 
f. Next a Propulsion Fu.nctional Checkout follows with a check of descent helium regulators, 
proptlsion displays and controls, and propulsion caution and warning. This i s  followed 
by manual descent engine start/stop, ascent regulator and prassur iza t io~ check, and < 
manual ascent engine start/qtop. 
g. A s  RCS functional checkout commences with a Helium. Caution Reset and Propellant 
prersure and t emper~ tu re  checkout. The valve status is then checked along with the 
main SOV functions and the associated Caution and Warning. This is followed by a check- 
; 
out of manifold presrure and vzrifidation of the heaters of both syetems. 
f 
h. Major Mode I continues with CES turn-on. This i s  a s  follows: FCS displays turn-on; 
ATCA and DECA turn-on; cabin controls set-up including T/TCA"S. A verification i s  
then made of the RGX ru.l..xp and CES with caution and warning. A rese t  Caution and 
Warning i s  followed by a set-cp of the Start and Stop buttons, and circuits controlli,lg 
the engines. 
i. The guidance systerils a r e  then activated and self checked. This is accomplished via 
LGC self test, G&N voltsge and teraperature checkout, AEA self test  and DEDA dis- 
plays check. 
j. A CES checkout 1s comprised of the verification of GDA Fail Logic, and deadband and 
mode control switching. 
k. The Landing Radar and Rendezvous Radar a r e  then activated and self tested with their 
respectively internal capabilities. 
1. The final turn-on consists of the activation of the DUA and adjustment of its signal 
strength. 
Major Mode 11 - Consists of employing an Automatic Descent profile a s  generated by the LGC 
which is comprised cf automatic engine ON-OFF, gimbaiing and throttling and LGC pulse 
commands to thc RCS jets. During the "profile," various functions a r e  tested such a s  DC 
voltage switching (Hi-Lo), radars  commanded and radar  data fed to the LGC and the :om- 
munications. There a r e  three individual tests which a r e  enumerated below: 
1. Test 1 consists of nominal AC and DC v o l t a g ~ s  which a r e  utilized during the proflle. 
The following a r e  performed concurrently with the descent profile, rendezvous radar  
antenna slewing under manual control, landing radar  antenna switching under manual 
control. Also included a r e  the switching ON and OFF oi docking lights. 
Althrough the voltage remains a t  a nominal value, D. C. switchover i s  made from LO 
Voltage 26.5 to Hi Voltage 28.5 taps. In parallel to the above, the Ascent Batteries 
22.5 a r e  switched ON and OFF --ia Normal Feed. 
A communications check is run on S-Band PM, via primary transceiver and amplifier, 
and OMNI Antenna i, which contains commander voice and biomed data; and PCM data 
at  high bit rate. A system engineer's communications switchover from VHF-A to S- 
Band and to VHF-B utilizing VHF Antenna 1. A BIT e r r o r  comparison and S-Band 
railging test. is performed. 
2. Test 2 consists of the profile operating again under degraded voltage conditions, 
specifically switching from low limit to high limit. 
The profile again i s  exercised, but includes docking light operation as well a s  the DC 
power switchover from Descent Batteries to low Voltage Taps (26.5 VDC), to high 
Voltage Taps 28.5. In parallel to the above, the Ascent Battery 6 i s  switched ON and 
OFF, via normal and back-up feed, a t  32.5 VDC. The following are also performed; 
d Inverter 2 supplies A. C. bus, the Descent He Regulator valves a r e  actuated and the 
PQGS probe is operated with stimuli of lV, 5V and OV. The radars  are employed by 
positioning the Landing Radar via LGC and manual control and slewing the Rendezvous 
Radar under manual control, and performing a R. R. self check. The communications 
a r e  exercised by the transmission of data via S-Band PM tied to the primary transceiver 
and amplifier and Omni Antenna 2 and 1. This data consists of commander's voice, bio- 
med d a t  and PCM at high bit rate. The S-Band steerable antenna is alsci filewed. Finally 
the LM Mission Pilot's communication is checked on VHF-A transmitter and receiver, 
in the simplex mode via VHF Antenna 2. 
Test 3 consists again of operating the profile under degraded power conditions (switching 
from 26.5 VDC to 32.5  VDC) and the voltage and frequency of the AC bus a re  varied 
from low to high limits. Under these conditions, the following functions a r e  verified: 
flood-light operation; switchover from Glycol Pump 1 to 2; and a communication check. 
This consists of transmitting S-Band PM, via primary transceiver and amplifier via 
OMNI # l .  The data consists of commander's voice and biomed data with the PCM at the 
high bit rate. The LA1 Mission Pilot's voice communications i s  checked on VHF-A 
transmitter and receiver in the simplex mode, via VHF Antenna 1. 
The descent profile in this test i s  modified with the following mbnual functions; maxlual 
throttle override via T/TcA, manual disable of gimbaling via gimbal enable switch, 
and D. E. start  stop via cabin button. 
Major Mode 111 - Consists of Abort and Abort Stage in the AGS mode with degraded p6wer 9-t 
ED logic buses. 
Test 1 - At this point in the test, the vehicle i s  electrically demated. The remainder con- 
sists of PGNS Auto Ascent, AGS Auto Ascent, and Post Test Shutdown. 
Major Mode 1V - Consists of PGNS Auto Ascent. A profile consisting of Ascent Engine ON- 
OFF, and an RCS jet profile. This is accomplished via a load of the LGC. A low voltage 
condition of the CC blises is an initial condition and the Rendezvous Radar is slewed during 
the profile. 




3. Landing Radar 







11. Vehicle Power 
12. Vehicle Cooling 
SECTION 4.0  - FEAT, MISSION ORIENTED PLUGS-OUT TEST 
Section 4.0 - FEAT, Mission-Oriented, Plugs Out Test OCP-GF-61018 
This test will be performed to verify all functions which a re  planned for the Lunar 
Mission. The six phases are: (1) Pre-Separation Checkout (2) Separation, Powered 
Descent, Landing (3) Lunar Stay, and Lunar Pre-Launch Checkout (4) Ascent, Rendez- 
vous, and Docking (5) Post-Docking Deactivation. These six phases comprise the 
sections of the test with the addition of (6) Abort - Abort Stage and Rendezvous Check- 
out. 
Pre-Separation checkout commences with power applied via a CSnl connection 
and then switched over to LM batteries. The cabin lighting is switched on and the following 
systems are  activated and self checked; Instrumentation, Caution and Warning, ECS, 
Communications, Propulsion, RCS, Primary Guidance, Abort Guidance, Landing Radar 
and Rendezvous Radar. In addition, the PGNS is fine aligned and the AGS aligned to it ,  
and the state vector is loaded into the LGC and transferred to AEA. 
Separation, Powered Descent and Landing, commences with a simulated minus 
X translation initiated at the DSKY. Cabin switches are  se t  for a short descent burn, an 
ullage maneuver is performed, and the descent engine is stated via DSKY command. 
(This simulates orbit insertion). Verification is made that helium pressurization fuses 
are  blown, EPS modes are  set  for powered descent, and the tracking light is turned on. 
The instrumentation monitoring RCS systems A and B and the ascent tanks are  checked, 
the R.R. is self-checked, and the data is verified via the DSKY. 
Cabin switches are  then set for a second DPS burn and the LGC is loaded with the 
burn profile via the DUA. Suit fan #1 and glycol pump #1 a re  turned on and the second 
profile is initiated. The gimbaling, throttling and RCS commands are  stored on the FR 
1400 tapes. The suit fan and glycol pump are  then turned off. 
Manual functions associated with the landing maneuver a re  verified and the ACA 
and T/TCA and engine start and manual stop switches are exercised. 
Lunar Stay commences with an EPS checkout (descent and ascent batteries and AC 
md DC busses), switching to flight inverters, and verifying voltage and frequency. A 
check is run on the RCS systems A and B temperature and pressure and ascent and 
descent water tank instrumentation. 
The IMU is fine aliwed and EPS modes selected for an Ascent burn by tieing 
ascent and descent batteries in parallel. The ascent oxygen and water tanks are  verified 
via caution and warning displays. Checkout of the AGS is performed via self-test. A 
check of the Rendezvous Radar is made by designating specific antenna positions. The 
cabin switches a re  then set for Ascent burn. Suit fan #2 and glycol pump #2 are  then 
turned on the ascent engine armed. 
Ascent, Rendezvous and Docking, commences with ascent helium pressurization. 
A profile is loaded into the LGC via the DUA. Suit fan 62 and glycol pump #2 are  turned 
off and the Ascent Engine is switched off for coast. The Rendezvous Radar is self 
checked having the LGC strobe the selt test data for range m d  range rate and display via 
the DSKY. The +X axis burn is then commanded via DSKY. A check on ascent fuel and 
oxidizer tank instrumentation is made and this is followed by an EPS statue check of DC 
and AC busses. Another +X axis burn is commanded, followed by docking light acti- 
vation (all five lights). The AEA is operated to simulate attitude alignment. The T/TCA 
is operated to simulate translation for docking. 
Post docking deactivation is performed by turning off docking lights. 
The Abort - Abort Stage and Rendezvous is initiated by placing the cabin controls 
in auto descent configuration, resetting the event timer and installing ED simulators. 
Depress abort and abort stage buttons in turn and verify all ED simulators have fired. 
A manual control of the vehicle is then simulated with T/TCA in two and four jet 
selection, and maneuver with the ACA, (accomplished with AEA in orbit align). 
SECTION 5 . 0  - RETEST PHILOSOPHY 
Section 5.0 - Retest Philosophy 
Because of possible retrofits, failures, troubleshooting, etc. , a certain amount of 
previously accomplished testing may be invalidated and therefore must be reverified. Specific 
retest requirements shall be established for each situation, based upon the following general 
ground rules: 
A. GENERAL 
1. Re-verification may require delta testing o r  may uti!ize downstream testing but must 
be accomplished prior to the star t  of the FEAT/EMC System Verification, Plugs-In. However, 
if troubleshooting o r  a replacement is required during the FEAT, Plugs-In Test, the re-ver- 
ification must be accomplished before the completion of the FEAT Plugs-In Test by re-running 
the appropriate test procedure sequences. 
2. The documentation that identifies and authorizes the operation resulting in invalidation 
of previous testing must include the specific retest requirements for re-verification of the 
vehicle o r  test constraints, and must be approved by the Resident Assistant Manager, Apollo 
Spacecraft Program Office. 
B. ELECTRICAL 
1. All electronic replaceable assemblies must be pre-installation tested in accordance 
with existing specification and time limitations to verify that the assembly, by itself, meets 
the required performance criteria. 
2. Any suspected o r  failed assembly removed from the spacecraft must be recycled 
through a pre-installation test, plus any bench level delta testing that may be required to 
isolate malfunctions. Units which have exhibited intermittent failures must not be reinstalled 
into the spacecraft until the cause of the failure has been determined.and corrected. 
?. If an electronic assembly is replaced in the spacecraft with a different unit, all 
functional modes and all functional paths to and through the replacement assembly must be 
re-verified. 
4. When assemblies a r e  removed from the spacecraft solely for access to other equip- 
ment, only an interface integrity test will be performed. . 
5. All electrical connectors which a re  demated o r  replaced must have all functional 
paths re-verified after remating. 
C. FLUID AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 
1. The replacement of components o r  the breaking of any fluid system will require, a t  
a minimum, leak tests of the broken connections to normal operating pressures and re- 
verification of the re-worked area. Replaced relief valves will be pressure tested to MDOP. 
Functional verification in the spacecraft is required on replacement components. 
2. Mechanical assemblies that have been functionally tested in the spacecraft and sub- 
sequently invalidated because of removal and/or replacement a r e  to be re-verified for fit 
and function. 
SECTION 6 . 0  - GENERAL REQUlltEMENTS 
Section 6.0 - General Requirements 
1. Positive pressure is to be maintained on all tanks at all times for atmospheric 
pressure changes and for maintaining systems cleanliness. 
2. The IMU temperature controller is to be activated and monitored at all times 
except when on internal power. 
3 .  The Abort Sensor Assembly temperature controller is to be activated and monitored 
at all times except when on internal pow-er. 
4. G&N parameter verification tests are to be conducted on the PIPA scale factor and 
bias and on the IRIG scale factor and drift coefficient on a periodic basis normally not to 
exceed 60 days between tests. 
5.  Cabin air to to be provided during all test operation in order to maintain cleanliness 
and provide cooling. 
6. Provide cooling to electrical subsystems utilizing GSE circulated water glycol. 
7. Prior to the introduction of any fluids into spacecraft systems, spec requirements 
of the fluids must be verified. 
8. Abort and simulated mission sequences are  to conform to the AOH as  closely as 
possible within test configuration and facility constraints. 
9. Crew participation is required in the following: 
a) Crew compartment fit and functional. 
b) Mission simulated, plugs-out . 
10. An accounting of limitated life or limited cycle items will be maintained. 
11. LM configuration will be verified to compatible with each test and GSE prior to 
any test. 
12. Flight Instrumentation used for spacecraft evaluation shall be verified/calibrated 
prior to use. 
13. The current Apollo Operatione Handbook (AOH) procedures will be utilized where 
applicable to the LM Manned Flight Vehicles to accomplish corresponding OCP sequences 
for OCP 61018 at Bethpage as well as all testa at KSC involving the flight crew. Theee 
OCP1s shall deviate for the AOH procedures only when required to meet approved test 
objectives o r  test constraints. 
SECTION 7. O - SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 
Section 7.0 - Safety Requirements 
BPA operations a r e  to be in accordance o r  conformance with the following considerations o r  
conditions: 
Identification of all hazardous operations. 
The planning operations to minimize the exposure of personnel to hazardous 
conditions. 
Verification that all inputs to the qacecraf t  systems a r e  correct before connection or  
insertion i s  made. 
All nonflight equipment introduced for testing must be nonhkzardous. 
All hardware and associated software must meet required configurations and must have 
received proper controlled handling. 
Supporting personnel must have been trained in the respective operations for achieving 
satisfactory test data while maintaining the safety of the space vehicle, equipment, crew, 
and other support personnel. 
A planned method for restoring the vehicle to a safe configuration following an inter- 
r ~ p t i o n  of the test. 
A plan for the escape and rescue of the crew and supporting personnel during all hazardous 
tests. 
Pretest verification of the test readiness of all facilities employed in checkout operations. 
The protection of the spacecraft and its systems from exposure to harmful environments 
o r  contaminants. 
The providing of maximum protection against damage to the spacecraft o r  space vehicle 
a s  a result of accidental fluid leakage o r  spillage. 
Operational checkout procedures and safety program documents must be evaluated and re- 
viewed to assure that they: 
Will not create destructive damhge to any spacecraft system o r  to the crew. 
Are applicable for the hardware configuration. 
Contain the proper safety requirements, warning, and caution notes to insure max- 
imum personnel identification of and awareness of all hazards involved. 
Have back-out (emergency) capability. 
Do not initiate unscheduled o r  out-of-sequence events. 
SECTION 8.0 - SUBSYSTEM SUPPORT MATRIX 
Secti~g 
Control Subsvstem - - 
X X 
Dis~lavs Section - 

